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SUMMARY
As an engineer, with many years of experience, I am seeking to push my passion for coding and problemsolving further. I am driven and passionate about learning and strive to seek solutions to challenging
problems with resilience and agility. My strengths include analytical thinking and research-based
learning to drive results. With an international mindset and the ability to break down barriers, I have
cultivated a collaborative and adaptable approach to work.

WEB DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Bergin Tours
A travel website for a family business. Customers can book their next trip and pay with stripe. They can
make a review, save their favorite blog post and chat with a travel agent directly. Built with Ruby on
Rails, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS/SCSS, Bootstrap, SQL, and Heroku.

Second Handy
Airbnb marketplace for buying and selling second-hand NBA jerseys.
Built with Ruby on Rails, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS/SCSS, Bootstrap, SQL, and Heroku.

SKILLS
HTML5, CSS3, SASS, Bootstrap
Wireframes, prototyping, UI Desing
Web Accessibility
JavaScript
Ruby on Rails

CURRENTLY LEARNING: React

Relational Databases, SQL
Object-Oriented Programming
MVC Design Pattern
APIs, JSON, XML, XSLT, Scraping
GIT, GitHub, Technical Workflow
Heroku

WORK EXPERIENCE
NBN Technician (Melbourne)
Digital IQ | Jan 2019 - Present
Working collaboratively in a technician team, I resolve infrastructure problems across Victoria.
I provide support to interstate teams to increase service delivery in tight deadlines and high-pressure
situations. Regularly meeting targets before the deadline.
Chemical Engineer (Istanbul | Turkey)
The Birgi Mefar Group | Sep 2015 - Sep 2016
Planned and performed computer system validation and discovered defects before a system build
went live. Provided companies with continuous improvement solutions that maximized system
efficiency.
Managed evaluation of audit findings and provided solutions to the production team.
Collaborated with colleagues across Europe to maintain quality standards in accordance with FDA
regulations.

EDUCATION
Le Wagon (Melbourne 2020 - 2021)
Full Stack Web Development Bootcamp
Anadolu University (Eskisehir - Turkey | 2009 - 2015)
Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering

Personal Skills and Hobbies
Working remote and pair programming
Problem-solving and analytical thinking
Solutions-driven with a collaborative mindset

References Available Upon Request

Playing basketball (Social Club)
Cooking and Baking

